PPPA 6057 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT POLICY & ADMINISTRATION

Time/Location: 6:10-8:00 Tuesdays, Rome Hall 206, 801 22nd St. N. W.

NOTE: NO CLASS FEB. 17. CLASSES ON FEB. 3 AND 24 AND MARCH 17 WILL RUN TO 8:45 PM.

Students will make 10 minute presentations of their research findings on April 14 and 21. Depending on final enrollment, class MAY run from 6:10 to 8:15 pm to accommodate all the presentations.

Instructor: Joan Dudik-Gayoso
Co-Instructor: Russ Webster
Email: joandg@att.net
Email: rwebster@cnfa.org

PLEASE PUT YOUR NAME and PPPA 6057 in the SUBJECT LINE, in front of the subject of your email. Turn around time 36 hours, weekdays only.

Telephone: JDG (Home) 703-917-0842
Telephone: RW 202-255-8209

Office: MPA Building, TSPPPA Career Center
Office hours: By appointment
Teaching Assistant: Massiel Sepúlveda
Email: msepulveda@gwmail.gwu.edu
Telephone: 862-262-6703

COURSE DESCRIPTION

This course provides an institutional, policy and operational context to prepare students for work in developing or transitioning countries. It includes a brief overview of international development theories, their translation into mainstream development policies and priorities (such as the Millennium Development Goals, structural adjustment and economic policy reform, and poverty reduction); ethical arguments for development aid, financial flows and issues related to aid effectiveness. The course introduces the major actors in the international development industry (multi-laterals, bi-laterals, NGOs, etc.) with special attention to U.S. bilateral players, policies and institutions. It relates selected sectoral policy areas (e.g., health and population, gender, agriculture) to broader current global issues such as global economic integration and climate change, and introduces students to regional and comparative perspectives, and selected policy implementation issues.

STUDENT LEARNING OBJECTIVES

By the end of this course, students should:

1. Be able to critically assess mainstream development policies, priorities and initiatives
2. Understand the respective roles and comparative advantages of the major players in international development.
3. Have a realistic grasp of the background, current context and potential of development work in terms of particular regions, policies and implementation/operational challenges.
COURSE FORMAT AND POLICIES

- Recognizing that students have different learning/working styles, this course will use a variety of learning/teaching formats: lectures, discussions, student presentations of research and in-class exercises.

- Communication will be via email to/from professor, also via Blackboard as appropriate. Groups may set up on-line mechanisms e.g., Googledocs.

- Written assignments are due in BOTH THREE hard copies to the instructors AND an electronic copy to BOTH the instructors and the teaching assistant by the specified times. The research paper outline and bibliography is to be submitted BOTH in hard copy AND by email. The optional team peer reviews are to be submitted by email only.

- Standard professional English is required for written assignments. Grades will reflect quality of writing, editing, proofing, organization and citation of sources, etc.

- The attached Trachtenberg School policies apply.

COURSE REQUIREMENTS, ORGANIZATION AND CALENDAR

SUMMARY: MAJOR COMPONENTS AND GRADING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>%</th>
<th>Assignment</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20%</td>
<td>Participation/Communication/Teamwork*</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20%</td>
<td>Analytical Essay and Presentation</td>
<td>Att. A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30%</td>
<td>Research Paper</td>
<td>Att. B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10%</td>
<td>Research Presentation</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20%</td>
<td>Country Strategy Memorandum</td>
<td>Att. C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*As a seminar, this class places substantial emphasis on collaborative discussion and analysis of assigned materials. Students are expected to do the required readings and participate fully in all class discussions. If you are not present in class, you cannot participate, thus every class missed will reduce your participation grade by one grade unit, (i.e., from A to A-, A- to B+, etc.). One or two classes missed for health, family, work, or other emergencies can be excluded from this rule, with the instructor’s permission. Attendance at classes April 7, 14 and 21 is mandatory.
# SUMMARY OF ASSIGNMENTS/DELIVERABLES AND DUE DATES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assignment</th>
<th>Due Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Analytical Essay Topic - Hard Copy – sign up with TA</td>
<td>January 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analytical Essay - Hard Copy – and Oral Presentation</td>
<td>January 20 – March 31 - In class the day of presentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Paper:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic/Research Question – hard copy AND email to instructors and TA</td>
<td>February 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Paper Argument, Draft Outline, Preliminary Bibliography – hard copy AND email to instructors and TA</td>
<td>March 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final day for optional consultations with professor on research paper</td>
<td>March 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Paper DRAFT due to peer reviewer and teaching assistant</td>
<td>April 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer reviewer comments due to author</td>
<td>April 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Paper Final – THREE Hard Copies AND electronic copy to instructors and TA</td>
<td>April 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Presentations</td>
<td>April 14 and 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country Strategy Memorandum:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group Members Identified – Hard Copy AND email to instructor and TA</td>
<td>NLT March 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country Selected – Hard Copy AND email to instructor and TA</td>
<td>NLT March 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country Strategy Memorandum – THREE hard Copies AND electronic copy to instructors and TA</td>
<td>April 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country Strategy Presentation</td>
<td>April 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optional Peer Reviews:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of intention to submit peer review for group work – Email to instructors and TA</td>
<td>April 28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optional Peer Review of peer reviewers &amp; Country Strategy Groups – Email to instructors and TA</td>
<td>May 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Analytical Essay and Presentation**

SEE DETAILED INSTRUCTIONS IN ATTACHMENT A

DUE: The day of the class for which the readings were assigned (no exceptions!). Three hard copies and electronic copy.

**Purpose:** To provide experience in critical thinking and analysis, identifying the key aspects of different perspectives on an issue or idea and drawing a conclusion/making an argument related to that issue or idea.

Students will select ONE of the TOPICS/ISSUES (NOT a single reading!) from topics listed for classes Jan. 20 –March 31, and prepare a five page maximum analytical essay. This is not a research paper nor a summary of the reading. It is an essay analyzing the readings and making the case for a position related to the key questions or issues raised in the readings. The student’s presentation will serve as the starting point of class discussion. Students should prepare a 7 minute in class presentation.

**Research Paper**

SEE DETAILED INSTRUCTIONS IN ATTACHMENT B

DUE: April 14 THREE hard copies and electronic copy – 15 pages maximum, excluding bibliography

**Purpose:** To explore/analyze a development admin/policy issue or topic in depth, review experience/lessons learned; and make policy recommendations. To stimulate the development of skills for making a succinct, fact based argument for a policy position.

**Portions of the paper will be due periodically during the semester as follows:**

February 3 Proposed Research Topic/Research Question

March 3 Argument statement, draft outline and preliminary bibliography DUE BOTH in HARD COPY AND PASTED INTO AN EMAIL – NO ATTACHMENTS!

March 25 Final day for optional consultations with professor on any issues with research paper

April 3 DRAFT hard copy and electronic copy to peer reviewer and Teaching Assistant

April 6 Peer reviewer comments due to author and TA - hard or electronic copies as agreed.

April 14 FINAL Paper Due – THREE hard copies and electronic copy

**Research Presentation**

Due April 14 (Attendance Mandatory)

Students will make oral presentations of their research findings. We will group presentations on related topics. **Focus the main part of your presentation on your conclusions/recommendations,** using whatever tools (PowerPoint/handouts) you feel helpful and appropriate. **Plan your presentation for 7 - 10 minutes.** We will have 3-5 minutes for Q and A.

An “A” presentation will include KEY background facts, SUCCINCT, REALISTIC and PRACTICAL recommendations and reasons for them, a clear presentation style, answers to questions that demonstrate a thorough understanding of the topic, AND WILL STAY WITHIN THE TIME LIMITS.
Country Strategy Memorandum and Presentation-Group Work  SEE DETAILS IN ATTACHMENT C

DUE: April 21  THREE hard copies and an electronic copy

Purpose: - To understand how domestic and external actors complement each other and can work together to address a specific country’s development challenges, as well as the types of conflicts that different stakeholders must resolve in the process when their interests differ.
- To become familiar with a country and understand that country’s development policies and problems from the point of view of a variety of key local stakeholders.
- To become familiar with a specific development organization’s goals, policies and practices.
- To gain a perspective on how foreign and domestic investment/business/commercial/trade activities fit into a country’s development process - how they can contribute to development, and the kind of policy environment required.

In groups of three (maximum) students will choose and research a country, a specific donor aid institution (bilateral, multilateral or non-governmental), and a for profit entity (foreign investor or business). Each group member will adopt the perspective of and serve as primary spokesperson for one organization – that of the host country, the aid donor or the for profit entity. Together they will prepare an 6 page SINGLE SPACED consensus country strategy memorandum, analyzing the country’s development challenges, identifying appropriate development goals and priorities, as well as interventions/contributions/roles of the country’s institutions, the external aid donor and the for profit entity in achieving the specific goals.

Due NLT March 25 - Group members, and respective roles - hard copy and email to JDG, RW & MS
Due NLT  March 25, The country, aid institution and for profit entity
Due April 21, Country Strategy
April 21, Presentation (15 Minutes).

GRADING

Final grades for this course will be based on the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Participation/Communication/Teamwork</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analytical Essay and Presentation</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Paper</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Presentation</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country Strategy Memorandum and Presentation</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Letter grade distribution will be based on standard percentages (e.g. 95-100 = A; 90-94 =A-; 87-89 = B+; 84-86 = B; 80-83 = B-; 77-79 = C+; 74-76 = C; 70-73 = C-, etc.)

Peer Reviews for Group Work

You have the OPTION of submitting a peer review for the country strategy group assignment. If you choose to submit a peer review, you must notify the professor of your intention by email, no later than April 28. Peer reviews are due by May 4. They must include: a rating on a scale of 0-4, with 4 being excellent, of each of team member AND yourself. In addition, you should identify one particular strength of each team member that significantly facilitated the team’s work. You may rate a team member 2 or below, ONLY AFTER you have raised the specific issue with him/her personally. An explanation of the issue and how you tried to try to resolve it must accompany any rating of 2 or below. The instructor will take these rankings into account in arriving at the individual grades for class participation. Note: Try to address the teamwork issues within the team and resolve them quickly, as they arise, rather than waiting. If you cannot, notify the instructors or TA.
READING

We will use the three texts below, as well as other readings which you will find on Blackboard (posted under “Files” by class and date) and/or accessible on the web through active links in the electronic copy of this syllabus. The readings beyond the texts come from a variety of sources including World Bank and UN documents – policy documents, research, reports, as well as texts agreed in international negotiations, US government documents, development blogs, NGO and think tank reports and papers, newspaper articles, and academic papers.

These three required texts, available at the bookstore, provide a general foundation, key definitions, introduction to the development vocabulary and sources for the study of development policy and administration.


Readings are assigned as indicated in the class schedule below. The reading list for each class may seem long – and sometimes it is - but you will also find that many of the readings are just a few pages long. Sometimes readings are assigned because it is important for you to know the perspective of different organizations or governments, or so you will be aware of the breadth of consensus or extent of disagreement about an issue. You will find that some parts of a reading may overlap with other readings, especially in terms of the background information the author presents. Once you are familiar with the background (say, from one of the broader reading assignments), you can skim to get to the author’s main and unique points. The bulk of the assigned readings come early in the course to give you a foundation. Toward the latter part of the course, your reading will be related to your research topic and country strategies. Some of the readings can also serve as sources for your country strategies.

Please note: Readings are listed in order of importance and scope. Readings at the top of the list usually give an overview. Readings further down on the list and in the “recommended” sections offer alternative perspectives or greater detail. If you are writing an analytical essay on a specific topic/issue, it will be especially important to delve into the “recommended” readings. An asterisk (*) indicates a reading that past students have found especially useful.
CLASS SCHEDULE

1. JANUARY 13  I. INTRODUCTION

Preface: Who we are and why we’re here (relevant experience), course syllabus and organization

A. What Is Development? In Whose Interest?
B. What is Development Policy, Administration and Management?
C. A Mental Map of the Developing World
D. The Millennium Development Goals
E. Get acquainted - Search for common interests for group work

Required

Carothers and De Gramont, Development Aid Confronts Politics, Ch. 1:3-17.

United Nations Development Program, About the MDGs: Basics: 2 pages (Blackboard)


Clemens, M. & Moss, T. (2005, September). What’s Wrong with the Millennium Development Goals? CGD Brief, Available at: http://www.cgdev.org/content/publications/detail/3940


Recommended


......Continued on p. 8.....

Lyman, Princeton. The Development Record and the Challenges Ahead. Remarks at the Symposium on Science and Sustainable Development, the Annual Meeting of the American Association for the Advancement of Science, February 16, 2003. (Blackboard)

2. JANUARY 20

DUE IN CLASS AND ELECTRONICALLY – TOPIC SELECTED FOR ANALYTICAL ESSAY AND PRESENTATION

II. DEVELOPMENT DEFINED

III. DEVELOPMENT THEORIES

Required

Development definitions

*Weaver et al. (1997). The Concept of Broad-Based Sustainable Development AND Forty Years of Economic Development, Ch. 1 and Ch. 2 in Achieving Broad-Based Sustainable Development. West Hartford: Kumarian Press: 13-57.


Development Theories


Chapter 2, 17-18, 33-37.

Chapter 5, 91-93, 95-98, 104-109.


Conclusion, 261-263.

3. JANUARY 27

IV. DEVELOPMENT ETHICS, EQUITY AND RIGHTS

Required


Explanation of the US Vote on UN General Assembly Resolution 172, the right to development (2014) available at: https://geneva.usmission.gov/2014/09/25/explanation-of-vote-right-to-development/


EU Explanation of Vote – UN Third Committee: Right to Development (2010). (Blackboard)


Recommended


4. FEBRUARY 3  EXTENDED CLASS 6:10-8:45 PM!!

V. MAJOR PLAYERS 6:10-7:30

VI. BASIC UNITS OF MANAGEMENT/AID MECHANISMS 7:45-8:45

DUE IN CLASS: Proposed RESEARCH TOPIC/RESEARCH QUESTION – THREE HARD COPIES (and by email)

Required

Major Players


….continued on p. 11....


Units of Management


Recommended

Center for Global Development. “Commitment to Development Index 2013” Available at: http://www.cgdev.org/publication/commitment-development-index-2013. Browse. Also, see charts: http://www.cgdev.org/initiative/commitment-development-index/index


…continued p. 12…..


5. FEBRUARY 10 VII. FINANCING

VIII. GENERAL DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIES

*Required*

Financing Note: These readings are intended to give you an idea of the variety of financial flows to developing countries. Some of the actual amounts may be outdated.


Review table of contents to see ALL components of U.S. Foreign Operations, Secretary of State’s transmittal letter, Summary Table; voluntary* contributions to international organizations and programs and contributions to international financial institutions. Summary tables of objectives and program areas, country accounts for FY 2015. SKIM the rest of the document to see narrative justification for focus development sectors, regions/countries, uses of aid and relative amounts of allocations.

*Note: does not include funding for US assessed contributions to the UN and its technical and specialized agencies, the OECD, and other multilateral organizations, which are shown in the budget justification, Appendix 1 which also includes funding for State Department operations.


Development Strategies

Note: These readings give you an idea of various approaches to achieving development, what has worked, what hasn’t, where and (perhaps) why, what new strategies might be tried, and how general development strategies relate to aid programs. The readings on the “Washington Consensus” also give you a sense of the origins of one strategy, how it became distorted, and the lively dialog among practitioners and academics about this strategy.


…..continued p. 14…..


**Recommended**


Further reading on the Doha Declaration

- EURODAD comment on Doha Declaration: Leaders in Doha fail to agree significant development finance reforms. 02 December 2008.
- Overseas Development Institute (ODI) comment of Doha Conference


**FEBRUARY 17 NO CLASS**
IX. PART A - DEVELOPMENT POLICY PRIORITIES – GROWTH AND BASIC HUMAN NEEDS; AGRICULTURE, INDUSTRIALIZATION, EDUCATION, HEALTH, POPULATION, ENVIRONMENT AND GENDER

Required


“Growth’s Spectacular Records – and Disasters,” in Chapter l: 11-17.


Weaver et al. Part III, “Sectoral Policies for Broad-Based Sustainable Development,” Ch. 7 (Agriculture and Rural Development), 8 (Urbanization, Industry and Trade), 9 (Education), 10 (Health), 11 (Population), 12 (The Role of Women): 131-188 and 193-207.

Weaver et al. Part V, “Environmental Sustainability,” Ch. 15 “Optimistic and Pessimistic Assessments of Environmental Sustainability”:233-246., Note, this discussion is somewhat outdated, but the underlying policy issues are current.


*FAO, How to Feed the World in 2050 (2009):1-19 and 27-35. Available at:

FAO. State of Food Insecurity in the World 2014. Key Messages: B and Key Findings: 12 Available at:
http://www.fao.org/3/a-i4030e.pdf


*Recommended*


7. MARCH 3  IX. PART B - DEVELOPMENT POLICY PRIORITIES - POLICY REFORM, STRUCTURAL ADJUSTMENT AND CONDITIONALITY

DUE IN CLASS AND ELECTRONICALLY - RESEARCH PAPER ARGUMENT STATEMENT, DRAFT OUTLINE AND PRELIMINARY BIBLIOGRAPHY

Required


Recommended


….continued p. 18…..

Weaver et al. Ch. 6 “Transitional Socialist Economies: Russia and China”:117-129.

MARCH 10     SPRING BREAK

8. MARCH 17     NOTE EXTENDED CLASS TIME 6:10 – 8:45 PM!!

X. PART C - DEVELOPMENT POLICY PRIORITIES - POVERTY REDUCTION  6:10-7:30

Please come to class fully prepared to apply some of the lessons learned about the processes for designing and implementing programs to “alleviate poverty.”

IX. PART D - DEVELOPMENT POLICY PRIORITIES – ROLE OF THE STATE, DEMOCRACY, GOVERNANCE, CIVIL SOCIETY, PARTICIPATION, CORRUPTION       7:45-8:45

Required

Poverty Reduction
“Poverty in the Human Development Perspective: Concept and Measurement.” Ch 1: 15-23.
“Progress and Setbacks,” Ch. 2, esp. Box 2.1, “Two Great Ascents from Human Poverty:” 24-25.
“Failures of Economic Growth,” and “Towards an Agenda for Poverty Eradication,” in Ch. 3: 71-81.

De Haan, Arjan. Ch. 6, “Country-led Approaches and Donor Coordination” 135-145.


…..continued p. 19....


Recommended


…Role of the State, Democracy, Governance, Civil Society Participation, Corruption, continued p. 20….
Required

Role of the State, Democracy, Governance, Civil Society, Participation, Corruption


Recommended

Browse:

- Transparency International – View or Download the 2014 Corruption Perception Index Country rankings at: http://www.transparency.org/cpi2014/results

…contnued p. 21…..
dJan2011.pdf


9. MARCH 24 IX. PART E – DEVELOPMENT POLICY PRIORITIES -THE SPECIAL CASE OF FRAGILE OR FAILING STATES AND RECONSTRUCTION

X. AID EFFECTIVENESS

DUE: MARCH 25 - SELECTION FOR COUNTRY STRATEGY, AND LIST OF GROUP MEMBERS/ROLES

Required

Fragile, Failing States and Reconstruction


…..continued p. 22…..
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**Recommended**


….continued p. 23…


Aid Effectiveness

Required


Carothers, Thomas. “Randomized Trials in Development: Technology Strikes Back? In Ch. 8: 244-250.


World Bank, Independent Evaluation Group (IEG) Blog, #WhatWorks - Transforming Development Through Evaluation. Heider, C. "Embrace all evaluation methods- Can we end the debate? 11.13.13. Available at: http://ieeg.worldbankgroup.org Click on Blog tab top right, then click on #6 at the bottom of the page, then scroll down and click on the title when the list of entries comes up. This entry is second from the bottom.


Ellmers, B. (2011) Busan Partnership for Effective Development Cooperation: some progress, no clear commitments, no thanks to EU. EURODAD. (Blackboard)


Recommended

OECD, Fourth High Level Forum on Aid Effectiveness. (2011) Overview. Available at: http://www.oecd.org/document/12/0,3746,en_2649_3236398_46057868_1_1_1_1,00.html
Browse this site for background on aid effectiveness


World Bank, Independent Evaluation Group (IEG) Blog. "Acting as one World Bank Group- Really? The IEG Experience. Post by Taylor-Dormond, Boehmer and Tenev 1.10.14. Also browse this site. Available at: http://ieg.worldbankgroup.org Blog tab is at the top right hand side of the page. Click on tab, then on # 5 at the bottom of the page, scroll down to this item.

Millennium Challenge Corporation, Independent Evaluations. Read overview and explanations of impact and performance evaluations; skim through some past and current impact evaluations of MDGs. Available at: http://www.mcc.gov/pages/results/evaluations

10. MARCH 31 XI. DEVELOPMENT IN THE FUTURE AND AID “REFORM”

Required

De Haan, Arjan. Ch. 9 Challenges for the Aid Industry in the 21st Century pp.189-196.


Linn, Johannes. “Realizing the Potential of the Multilateral Development Banks.” Brookings Institution. September 2013: 1-4. Available at: http://www.brookings.edu/research/articles/2013/09/multilateral-development-banks-linn. You may have to type in the author and/or the name of the paper to bring up the article.


Recommended


….continued p. 26…
MCA Monitor: Center for Global Development: Explore the MCA Monitor site

Country Selection
Funding Levels and Congress
Monitoring and Evaluation
Program Implementation
MCA Funding Levels

11. APRIL 7  XII. DESIGNING A COHERENT DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM/PROJECT
ATTENDANCE MANDATORY  NO ASSIGNED READINGS

12. APRIL 14  RESEARCH PAPER PRESENTATIONS
ATTENDANCE MANDATORY

DUE IN CLASS: RESEARCH PAPER – THREE HARD COPIES AND ELECTRONIC COPY

13. APRIL 21  COUNTRY STRATEGY MEMORANDA PRESENTATIONS
ATTENDANCE MANDATORY

DUE IN CLASS – COUNTRY STRATEGY MEMORANDUM – THREE HARD COPIES AND ELECTRONIC COPY

MAY 4  DUE: PEER REVIEW – BY EMAIL
GUIDELINES FOR ANALYTICAL ESSAY AND PRESENTATION

*DUE: The day of the class for which the readings were assigned (no exceptions!).* Two hard copies and electronic copy.

**Purpose:** To provide experience in critical thinking and analysis, identifying the key aspects of different perspectives on an issue or idea and drawing a conclusion/making an argument related to that issue or idea.

Students will select ONE of the TOPICS/ISSUES (NOT a single reading!) from topics listed for classes Jan. 20 –March 31, and prepare a five page maximum analytical essay. This is *not* a research paper nor a summary of the reading. It is an essay analyzing the readings and making the case for a position related to the key questions or issues raised in the readings. The paper should include a brief summary of the points of view on the issues/themes the readings raise and your own conclusion/argument supported by the analysis/reasons you reached that conclusion. The student’s presentation will serve as the starting point of class discussion. Students should prepare a 7 minute in class presentation.

**Length:** five pages maximum.

**Format:** double spaced; 12 point font; one inch margins

**Footnotes:** NOT necessary, BUT include IN your text, in parentheses, the author and page source

**Bibliography:** NOT necessary

**Structure:** This is NOT a research paper. It is NOT a summary of the reading. Imagine, your boss is going to a conference on the topic and you have to prepare a briefing paper, including the main issues and questions of which your boss should be aware, and what you conclude about them. The paper should be clearly structured including:

- **Introduction:** A clear statement of the topic and why it matters
- **Brief Summary** of the material you are analyzing
- **Analysis** of the ideas/points of view in the readings
- **YOUR conclusion** about the issue/topic/theme, based on YOUR analysis

An “A” on this assignment requires a paper well-written in standard professional English which includes each of these components and indicates careful consideration of the points raised in the readings.

Your oral presentation will lead off the class discussion of the topic for that class. Length of the presentation will depend on the number of students choosing the same topic. Plan on a presentation of not more than 7 minutes.
GUIDELINES FOR RESEARCH PAPER

Due Dates: Portions of the paper will be due periodically during the semester as follows:

February 3  Proposed Research Topic/Research Question
March 3  Argument statement, draft outline and preliminary bibliography  **DUE BOTH in HARD COPY AND PASTED INTO AN EMAIL – NO ATTACHMENTS!**
March 25  Final day for optional consultations with professor on any issues with research paper
April 3  Draft hard and electronic copies due to peer reviewer and Teaching Assistant
April 6  Peer reviewer comments due to author and teaching Assistant

**DUE April 14**  FINAL Paper THREE hard copies and electronic copy

Purpose: To explore/analyze a development admin/policy issue or topic in depth, review experience/lessons learned; and make policy recommendations. To stimulate the development of skills for making a succinct, fact based argument for a policy position.

Students are required to submit a type-written *analytical research* paper on an approved topic. The paper must include realistic and practical policy conclusions/recommendations. It should present and support an integrated argument based on review and analysis of the topic in the available literature, including theory and experience/lessons learned, a case or cases. For example, students may choose examine a particular theory or approach or development policy priority as it applies to a specific region, country, organization, project or development issue (e.g., public investment or social welfare policies and programs at the national, or regional level). The intention is to explore fully the implications of that theory, approach or policy via the analysis of experience/case(s). Students should take care not to choose too broad or general a topic, and at the same time not to make the paper solely about a case; it must illuminate our understanding of the topic and practice more generally. (Professor will provide guidance when you submit your proposed topic.) The policy conclusions/recommendations should be realistic and practical, based on your analysis of experience and cases and should offer suggestions for next steps or ways to improve the approach as applied to the situation you have chosen to study. **Cited sources should include at least one practitioner working in the field.** If needed, professor will assist you in identifying a practitioner.

Process: Students will select their topics and consult with the professor or Teaching Assistant on the topic, the argument and draft bibliography. Students will submit a draft for peer review by a classmate and receive feedback before preparing the final submission to the instructor. See due dates above and on p. 3-4.

Length: 15 pages maximum, double spaced, plus cover page, table of contents and bibliography; annexes optional (2 pages max).

Format: Double spaced; 12 point font; one inch margins

Footnotes: At the bottom of each page (Chicago style). Please select and consistently use a standard format for citations. Give credit where credit is due.
**Bibliography:** Credibility of sources is important; professor will provide guidance when you submit your preliminary bibliography. Be alert for sources’ ideological, institutional or disciplinary biases; distinguish between rhetoric and “PR” and substance, and make sure your bibliography is balanced. Select and use consistently a standard alphabetized format, INCLUDING information on practitioners interviewed and cited (position title, date and time of interview).

**Structure:**
1. **Introduction:** The question you are examining, why it is important, the argument you will be making, the structure of the (“roadmap through”) the paper.

2. **Background:** Review/analysis of the literature/experience/lessons learned

3. **Discussion:** Description of the specific situation/case (region, country, organization, project, issue).

4. **Analysis:** application of the literature (theory/experience) to the case. How is your case illustrative of findings in your research? How/why does it differ?

5. **Implications, Conclusions/Recommendations:** Based on your findings in the analysis, what recommendations would you make for the case? What does the case tell us that we should add to our more general knowledge from the literature? CAUTION: NO NEW IDEAS SHOULD ARISE FOR THE FIRST TIME IN THE RECOMMENDATIONS. If a new idea comes to mind, prepare the reader for it in the discussion/analysis sections BEFORE it appears in a recommendation.

6. **A Concluding Paragraph:** Summary of the paper, highlighting why the argument matters

**Content:**
The various sections of the paper should build on each other and be distinct. DON’T: 1) mix new descriptive information into your analysis; 2) interject your opinions/recommendations into your case description; 3) include ideas/information/issues in the recommendations that you have not explained or discussed earlier.

Include only information necessary to your argument. A literature review is not the sequential summary of different findings or research work and not organized around the actual publications. Literature reviews should be organized around ideas or topics and should integrate findings/ideas from different sources. They should be based on ideas relevant to your argument. If your research reveals conflicting information, either explain the reason and/or reconcile the conflicts in the background section or address the problem in the discussion section.

Your policy conclusions/recommendations should a) be based on your analysis of experience and cases(s); b) be REALISTIC and practical, taking political, economic and administrative feasibility into account, c) offer suggestions for next steps or ways to improve the approach as applied to the situation you have chosen to study.

**Grading Standard:**
An “A” paper will be well written in standard professional English, must include each of the above components and a well reasoned, well supported argument.
GUIDELINES FOR COUNTRY STRATEGY MEMORANDUM – GROUP WORK

DUE: April 21

Purpose: To understand how domestic and external actors complement each other and can work together to address a specific country’s development problems, as well as the types of choices they must make and the conflicts that different stakeholders must resolve in the process. To become familiar with a country and understand that country’s development problems from the point of view of a variety of key stakeholders. To become familiar with a specific development organization’s goals, policies and practices. To gain a perspective on how foreign and domestic investment/business/commercial/trade activities fit into a country’s development process - how they can contribute to development, and the kind of policy environment required.

In groups of three (maximum) students will choose and research a country, a specific donor aid institution (bilateral, multilateral or non-governmental), and a for profit entity (foreign investor or business). Each member of the group will adopt the role of and serve as primary spokesperson for one point of view – that of the host country, the aid donor and the for profit entity. Together they will prepare a 6 page SINGLE SPACED consensus country strategy memorandum, analyzing the country’s development challenges, identifying appropriate development goals and priorities, as well as interventions/contributions/roles of the country’s institutions, the external aid donor and the for profit entity in achieving the specific development goals. The strategy should reflect key lessons learned during the course of the semester.

Interim due dates:

Due NLT March 25, Group members, and their respective roles
Due NLT March 25, the country, aid institution and for profit entity

Length: 6 pages SINGLE SPACED (excluding end notes page and bibliography; 12 point font, 1 inch margins)

Format: Memorandum - see sample format on page 3; do not indent paragraphs; skip a line between paragraphs; top of first page should list on separate lines: Date:, To:, From:, Subject: Use side heads for sections if you wish. Follow the sample for showing conclusions/recommendations with a sidehead.

Content: Characteristics and historical features relevant to the country’s development prospects and priorities, including political, social, economic/financial (trade, foreign investment, aid, debt); major challenges particular to the country’s development; major opportunities to realize the country’s potential, including a brief assessment of the general climate for investment; government and aid donor activities that may help create an “enabling” business environment, and reasons why there are favorable prospects for BOTH a return on the investment AND an impact on the development/quality of life in the country if the strategy is implemented.

Footnotes – not necessary

Endnotes – cite sources including page, for data or ideas that are not yours

Bibliography – alphabetical list of sources consulted
ATTACHMENT C

NOTE: You will find the following sources helpful:


Chapter 4, “Building the Climate for Investment, Jobs and Sustainable Growth:” 39-43, and “Key Constraints to Achieving Positive Results:” 47-54.
Chapter 5, “Empowering Poor People to Participate in Development and Investing in Them:” 58-60.


Website of OECD Development Assistance Committee which has profiles on all bilateral aid donors.

Website of InterAction (InterAction.org) which is an association of over 150 NGO’s working in international development.

Website of the Society for International Development/Washington Chapter: sidw.org which his links to 100+ Institutional Members’ websites, including both NGO’s and for profit organizations working in development.

Websites of USAID (usaid.gov) and the Department of State (state.gov) which have summary country background and development information.

Websites of the World Bank and Transparency International re good governance and level of corruption.

Some countries and embassies also have websites on which you can find basic information.
SAMPLE FORMAT

DATE: April 21, 2015

TO: Minister of Planning, Country X
    VP for Region Y at aid agency
    Senior VP for Business Development Company Q

FROM: Your Names (As staffers of each of the above organizations)

SUBJECT: Strategy for Country X

SUMMARY: Optional, but helpful for busy people. You can use up to four SHORT sentences to summarize your main points. [If you do use a Summary, you should start your first sentence on the line directly BELOW the word SUMMARY, but if you are short on space, you can start on the same line, two spaces after the colon.]

Para one should start here, with no indentation, and should be single spaced.

Para two should start, skipping ONE line between paras one and two.

Para three, again, skipping one line after para two. Organize your paras according to what you think makes a cumulative, persuasive argument.

SIDE HEADS: Optional, but helpful for busy people. You choose the SIDE HEADS. They could include for example: Background, Current Situation (or separately Political, Econ Situation, Investment Climate Development Priorities/Objectives, Investment/Trade Opportunities, Discussion/Analysis, including assumptions you are making – e.g., that if you build more primary schools parents will send their children to school!). If you do use side heads you should start your first sentence either below the side head or on the same line, following the pattern you used for the SUMMARY.

CONCLUSIONS/RECOMMENDATIONS – This section should flow from all the preceding information/analysis. It should NOT include NEW information, but should summarize the country strategy and which organizations will take what action.

Separate page: General background info on your selected aid agency, its policy priorities and types of resources it can make available under what conditions – one page max.

Separate page: General background info on your selected for-profit entity, its objectives, comparative advantage and how doing business in/with Country X makes business sense – one page max.

Separate page: Reference notes go here as end notes.

Separate page: Bibliography - List sources in alphabetical order with the usual info – author, title, publisher, publication date
ATTACHMENT D

POLICIES IN PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION AND PUBLIC POLICY COURSES

1. **Incompletes:** A student must consult with the instructor to obtain a grade of I (incomplete) no later than the last day of classes in a semester. At that time, the student and instructor will both sign the CCAS contract for incompletes and submit a copy to the School Director. Please consult the SPPPA Student Handbook for the complete CCAS policy on incompletes. [Note: As group work represents 20% of the class grade, instructor is very unlikely to agree to a grade of incomplete.]

2. **Submission of Written Work Products Outside of the Classroom:** It is the responsibility of the student to ensure that an instructor receives each written assignment. Students can submit written work electronically only with the express permission of the instructor.

3. **Submission of Written Work Products after Due Date: Policy on Late Work:** All work must be turned in by the assigned due date in order to receive full credit for that assignment, unless an exception is expressly made by the instructor. [Note: Dudik-Gayoso’s policy is that without prior approval, late work is reduced by one-half grade for every two days (or parts thereof) that it is late.]

4. **Academic Honesty:** Please consult the “policies” section of the GW student handbook for the university code of academic integrity. Note especially the definition of plagiarism: “intentionally representing the words, ideas, or sequence of ideas of another as one’s own in any academic exercise; failure to attribute any of the following: quotations, paraphrases, or borrowed information.” All examinations, papers, and other graded work products and assignments are to be completed in conformance with the George Washington University Code of Academic Integrity.

5. **Changing Grades After Completion of Course:** No changes can be made in grades after the conclusion of the semester, other than in cases of clerical error.

6. **The Syllabus:** This syllabus is a guide to the course for the student. Sound educational practice requires flexibility and the instructor may therefore, at her/his discretion, change content and requirements during the semester.

7. **Accommodation for Students with Disabilities:** In order to receive accommodations on the basis of disability, a student must give notice and provide proper documentation to the Office of Disability Support Services, Marvin Center 436, 202-994-8250. Accommodations will be made based upon the recommendations of the DSS Office.

8. **Policy on Contesting Grades:** Students wishing to contest a grade are required to write a professional memo outlining their case, along with supporting examples from the submitted assignment.